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ABSTRACT
The variation in the strength and structure of the overturning circulation under varying Southern Ocean
buoyancy forcing, corresponding to present day, a cooler (glacial) state, and a possible future warmer state is
analyzed in an idealized two-basin general circulationmodel connected by a southern circumpolar channel. A
connection between the North Atlantic DeepWater (NADW) cell in the Atlantic basin and the Pacific Deep
Water (PDW) cell in the Pacific basin occurs with a direct flow of NADW into the channel’s lower cell, while
PDW upwelled in the Pacific basin can flow directly into the upper wind-driven cell in the channel. The
intersection of these cells along with direct zonal flows between the basins completes the interbasin circu-
lation. The present-day Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) in the model is upwelled both
by wind-driven upwelling in the Southern Ocean and by diffusion in the Pacific and Atlantic. In a cooler
climate with enhanced sea ice, the NADW cell shoals, which can then no longer flow directly into the
channel’s lower cell, reducing the Pacific pathway of NADW. This leads to a substantial weakening of the
AMOC, suggesting buoyancy forcing changes can play a substantial role in the transition of the AMOC to a
glacial state. In contrast, in a warmer equilibrium climate state with reduced AABW formation, the NADW
cell strengthens and deepens. NADW is increasingly directed along the Pacific pathway, while the direct
upwelling in the channel’s wind-driven upper cell plays a smaller role.
1. Introduction
Over the past 20 years a great deal of progress has
been made in our understanding of the processes re-
sponsible for driving the meridional overturning cir-
culation (MOC), and its corresponding structure and
transport pathways through the ocean. Numerous
studies have contributed to this endeavor, including
Toggweiler and Samuels (1995), Gnanadesikan (1999),
Vallis (2000), Marshall and Radko (2003), Ito and
Marshall (2008),Wolfe and Cessi (2009, 2011), Nikurashin
and Vallis (2011, 2012), Shakespeare and Hogg (2012),
Jansen and Nadeau (2016), Thompson et al. (2016), and
Ferrari et al. (2017). Reviews and syntheses of many of
these studies are given by Vallis (2017) and Cessi (2019).
To a large degree the global-integrated MOC is
composed of two separate overturning cells. In latitude–
depth space with south to the left (this orientation is
used throughout the paper), a clockwise upper North
Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) cell, stemming from
deep water formation in the North Atlantic Ocean,
overlies an anticlockwise Antarctic Bottom Water
(AABW) cell in the abyssal ocean that is associated
with a sinking of dense surface waters in the Southern
Ocean. A large volume of NADW and AABW up-
wells adiabatically to the surface along sloping iso-
pycnals in the Southern Ocean.
The ocean circulation was perhaps first considered to
be a global interconnected conveyor belt by Broecker
and Peng (1982), Gordon (1986), and Broecker (1987),
who all provided schematics of the MOC with a transfer
of water between all ocean basins, with diffusive up-
welling generally imagined to be the main driver.
[Numerous such schematics followed, as reviewed by
Richardson (2008)]. An alternative notation, that the
MOC is largely driven by westerly winds in the Southern
Ocean, predates these ideas—it was discussed by Eady
(1957)—but the idea languished until Toggweiler and
Samuels (1995) and Doos and Coward (1997) indepen-
dently suggested the Southern Hemisphere westerly
winds as a mechanism to upwell NADW to the surface
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and thus drive the MOC. Most subsequent theoretical
studies considered the MOC in the global-integrated
sense, ignoring interbasin flows. However, observations
suggest that the present-day MOC largely forms one
continuous overturning cell rather than two separate
cells as might be inferred from the global-integrated
streamfunction. This was anticipated by Gordon (1986)
and Broeker (1987) and has been better quantified by
Schmitz (1995), Lumpkin and Speer (2007), and Talley
(2013). In these later descriptions, much of the NADW
which upwells adiabatically in the Southern Ocean is
believed to flow south at the surface to formAABW and
Circumpolar DeepWater (CDW) before flowing into the
Pacific and Indian Oceans. The Pacific and Indian Deep
Water (PDW and IDW) that form as a result of the dif-
fusive upwelling of AABW in these basins, complete the
interbasin circulation by flowing into the Atlantic Ocean
via the Southern Ocean or Indian Ocean.
These pathways may have been different in the past.
Proxy data suggest the AMOC became weaker during
the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), with NADW be-
coming shallower, perhaps no deeper that about 2 km
(Lynch-Stieglitz et al. 1999; McManus et al. 2004; Curry
and Oppo 2005). The glacial shoaled NADW cell
is sometimes referred to as Glacial North Atlantic
Intermediate Water (GNAIW) (Duplessy et al. 1988)
since it is no longer ‘‘deep.’’ Consistent with this picture,
the AABW cell during the LGM expanded greatly, as
suggested by a large vertical d13C gradient in the Atlantic
Ocean during theLGM,with low d13C in the older, higher
CO2 concentrated waters below about 2km (Curry and
Oppo 2005). The AABW was also saltier than the
Atlantic’s upper cell (GNAIW) during the LGM, ac-
cording to sediment proxies, in contrast with the present-
day salinity distribution (Adkins et al. 2002). The change
in circulation has been linked to the decrease in atmo-
spheric CO2 observed from ice core records in glacial
time (Lauderdale et al. 2013; Watson et al. 2015) and the
ageing of middepth (Burke et al. 2015) and deep water
masses (Nadeau et al. 2019).
Two of the main mechanisms proposed to cause the
glacial shoaling and weakening of the NADW cell during
glacial periods are (i) reduced surface buoyancy fluxes
(Watson and Garabato 2006; Ferrari et al. 2014; Jansen
and Nadeau 2016), or (ii) a weakening or northward shift
in the Southern Hemisphere westerly winds (Toggweiler
and Samuels 1993, 1995; Toggweiler et al. 2006). In this
paper we further investigate the first mechanism; more
specifically, we perturb the Southern Ocean buoyancy
forcing in a two-basin model. Overturning schematics of
the present-day, glacial, and a warmer state MOC are
used to depict how the MOC pathways change with
variations in Southern Ocean buoyancy loss. A follow-up
paper (J. A. Baker et al. 2020, unpublished manuscript,
hereafter Part II) will investigate the sensitivity of the
MOC to changes in Southern Ocean wind and vertical
diffusivity under varying buoyancy forcings.
We choose only to vary the SouthernOcean boundary
conditions in part for simplicity and in part because such
changes are believed important in the transition to gla-
cial climates (e.g., Shin et al. 2003; Liu et al. 2005; Ferrari
et al. 2014; Sun et al. 2016; Jansen and Nadeau 2016;
Jansen 2017). The mechanism can be expected to be
significant given the importance of Southern Ocean sea
ice in the water mass transformations of the present-day
ocean (Abernathey et al. 2016). The NADW cell does
however also depend on the buoyancy in the north
(which is dependent on the surface buoyancy forcings,
among other things), with the buoyancy overlap be-
tween the northern-sourced water and the southern
channel shown to be key in determining the strength and
depth of the largely adiabatic NADW cell (Vallis 2000;
Wolfe and Cessi 2011). The depth of the NADW cell is
obtained in the theory of Nikurashin and Vallis (2012)
by matching the surface buoyancy in the north of the
basin to the corresponding buoyancy at the channel–
basin boundary. Indeed, changes in the northern bound-
ary conditions (wind and buoyancy forcings) have also
been proposed as a mechanism to alter the MOC, with
the effect of ice sheets during the LGM leading to
enhanced surface buoyancy and a strengthening of
the NADW cell under glacial forcings (Muglia and
Schmittner 2015; Klockmann et al. 2018). Changes in
the northern boundary conditions are not considered
in this study.
The exact mechanisms whereby changes in Southern
Ocean boundary conditions affect the MOC are not
wholly clear. At a basic level, Shakespeare and Hogg
(2012) find an enhanced abyssal cell as the Southern
Ocean buoyancy flux becomes more negative. Relatedly,
Jansen and Nadeau (2016) and Jansen (2017) argue that
enhanced brine rejection due to sea ice formation effec-
tively acts as a negative buoyancy flux and indeed find an
enhanced lower cell as sea ice expands in the Southern
Ocean. They argue that the enhanced stratification under
these buoyancy fluxes shoals the NADW cell, although
only a single-basin model is used. In some contrast,
Ferrari et al. (2014) hypothesize the equatorward ex-
pansion of Southern Ocean sea ice during glacial times
as a mechanism to shoal and isolate the NADW cell,
using a geometric argument, although no model simula-
tions were performed. They argue the latitudinal sea ice
edge separates the upper and lower cells of the MOC at
the surface of the Southern Ocean due to a change in the
buoyancy flux. As sea ice expands, PDW upwelled in the
Pacific basin which is confined to the enhanced diffusivity
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deep ocean can no longer upwell north of the sea ice and
thus is isolated from the upper branch of the MOC. The
NADW cell responds by shoaling above the isopycnal
which outcrops at the sea ice edge. Nadeau et al. (2019)
use a multibasin model to propose both mechanisms can
work together by varying the Southern Ocean buoyancy
fluxes, both in magnitude and in latitude, to represent
enhanced buoyancy fluxes and extended sea ice. The
study confirms the Jansen and Nadeau (2016) enhanced
stratification mechanism in a two-basin model, extending
the theory of the original study, and also validates the
Ferrari et al. (2014) hypothesis. They also suggest the
change in overlap between the globally averaged cell in-
terface and the Atlantic cell interface in the north of the
channel can be used to infer the connection between
these cells. It is clear from these studies that changes in
Southern Ocean sea ice can have a large impact on the
MOC and potentially lead to shoaling of NADW in cold
climates, as observed.
In this paper our main focus is on the change in the
pathways taken by the MOC in response to Southern
Ocean buoyancy flux changes, rather than on the exact
process and mechanism that act to shoal the NADW
cell. We use a model with two basins because of the
potential importance of interbasin exchanges and dif-
fusive upwelling in the Indo-Pacific Oceans (Thompson
et al. 2016; Ferrari et al. 2017; Nadeau et al. 2019), and
because of the evident interhemispheric nature of the
overturning circulation, which as noted may have been
different in glacial climates. In the present-day climate,
diffusive upwelling in the Pacific basin is believed to
drive the AMOC (Ferrari et al. 2017) in addition to the
Southern Ocean winds (Toggweiler and Samuels 1993),
but the relative importance of these processes and the
pathways taken by the MOC remain uncertain. We aim
to quantify the pathways taken by the MOC under
varying buoyancy forcing to determine its structure in
the present-day, and also how it changes in glacial and
warmer than present-day climates. In section 2 we de-
scribe the model that we use (an ocean model coupled
to sea ice), and in section 3 we describe the control
simulation and the methodology we use to analyze the
results. In section 4 we describe the results of the ex-
periments in which we vary the buoyancy forcing and
the uncertainties, and in section 5 we summarize and
conclude.
2. Model setup and experiments
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology General
Circulation Model (MITgcm) (Marshall et al. 1997a,b)
is used with a 2.88 horizontal resolution and 20 vertical
levels in a 4000-m-deep ocean, with decreasing resolution
with depth, from a 50-m vertical grid space in the surface
layer. An idealized domain (Fig. 1a) is used with two
basins connected by a circumpolar channel in the south.
The basins have an area representative of the Atlantic
and Pacific Oceans, and for brevity we refer to them as
‘‘Atlantic’’ and ‘‘Pacific.’’ The domain extends from 708S
to 738N in theAtlantic basin and 658N in the Pacific basin.
The model has a longitudinal extent of 1888, with an
Atlantic basin of 63.58 and a Pacific basin of 123.58.
There are two meridional land strips extending from
the north of the model that represent and are referred
to herein as the South America and South Africa land
strips, extending to a latitude of 538 and 368S, respec-
tively. The Southern Ocean south of the South Africa
land strip is herein referred to as the ‘‘channel.’’ The
full nonlinear equation of state for seawater is used to
calculate density.
Sea ice is simulated using a fully coupled dynamic–
thermodynamic model which accounts for the effects of
sea ice on the buoyancy fluxes. It is based on the nonlinear
dynamic–thermodynamic sea ice model with viscous-
plastic rheology first employed by Hibler (1979) and
modified for efficiency by Zhang and Hibler (1997), and
more recently by Losch et al. (2010) for use in coupled
ice–ocean models. The zero-layer thermodynamics of
Hibler (1980) is used for the sea ice thermodynamics
which assumes a zero heat capacity layer.
The vertical ocean diffusivity is set using the Bryan
and Lewis (1979) diffusion scheme (BL79) with a sur-
face diffusivity of approximately 1025m2 s21 increasing
to approximately 2 3 1024m2 s21 at depth and it is
horizontally uniform (Fig. 1b). There is a large increase
in vertical diffusivity at about 2 km to represent the to-
pographical enhancement of mixing at depth caused by
the generation of turbulence by internal wave breaking
(Wunsch and Ferrari 2004). Convection is parameter-
ized by adding a convective diffusivity of 100m2 s21 to
the vertical diffusivity coefficient if the ocean is statically
unstable due to a decrease in density with depth.
The Gent–McWilliams (GM) eddy parameterization
(Gent and McWilliams 1990; Gent et al. 1995) and the
Redi scheme (Redi 1982) are used to determine the
advective and isopycnal mixing effects of eddies, re-
spectively, with the GM thickness diffusivity and Redi
isopycnal diffusivity both set to 1000m2 s21.
The model is forced at the surface by a wind stress
(Fig. 1c) and heat and freshwater fluxes (Figs. 6 and 7).
The inputs used in all of the model buoyancy flux
experiments to calculate these forcings are zonal av-
erages (over the real-world Atlantic and Pacific ba-
sins) of the climatological monthly averaged National
Centers for Environmental Prediction–National Center
for Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) reanalysis
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data over the period 1981–2010 (Kalnay et al. 1996) and
the surface temperature and salinity are also relaxed to
observed distributions, u* and S*, respectively (Levitus
and Boyer 1994a,b). The NCEP forcings used are the
downward shortwave and longwave radiation at the
surface, the precipitation and evaporation rate, atmo-
spheric temperature and specific humidity at 2m, and
the wind speed and zonal and meridional wind speed
components at 10m. The surface wind stress and the
various components of the heat flux (i.e., the radiative,
sensible, and latent heat fluxes) are calculated from
these NCEP forcings using bulk formulas. The fresh-
water flux is calculated by combining the NCEP
precipitation and evaporation rate. The surface heat
and freshwater fluxes calculated from the NCEP forc-
ings and modified by the sea ice model [referred to
herein as the NCEP heat and freshwater fluxes, Q(Ts)
and E 2 P, respectively], and the relaxation fluxes are
combined to form the boundary conditions. The heat


























FIG. 1. (a) Bathymetry of the multibasin model. The ocean, shaded in white, has a depth of 4000m, while land is
shaded black. The basins on the left and right represent the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, respectively. The me-
ridional land strips in the west and center of the domain represent the South Africa and South America land strips,
respectively. (b) Vertical profile of the vertical ocean diffusivity (m2 s21) used in all experiments increasing from
0.13 1024 m2 s21 at the surface to 23 1024 m2 s21 at the ocean floor. (c) Zonal average zonal wind stress (Nm22).
(d) Potential density (kgm23) of surfacewaters in the control experiment, zonally averaged over theAtlantic sector
(blue), Pacific sector (red), and over the whole domain, referred to as global (orange).
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where lu and lS are the reciprocals of the relaxation
time scales for sea surface temperature and salinity, re-
spectively (i.e., l 5 1/t where t is the relaxation time
scale), cp is the specific heat capacity of seawater, r0 is
the reference density of the ocean, Dzs is the surface
layer depth, and S0 is the reference salinity.
In regions of sea ice, the relaxation fluxes in (1) and (2)
are not imposed with only the sea icemodel bulk formulae
used to determine the heat and freshwater fluxes. The
temperature and salinity relaxation time scales are set to
3 months and 2 years, respectively, enabling both the re-
laxation fluxes and theNCEPheat and freshwater fluxes to
play a role without unrealistic drifting of these variables
(e.g., Griffies et al. 2009). The long salinity relaxation time
scale leads to the freshwater flux primarily setting the sa-
linity distribution enabling changes in sea ice brine fluxes
to have a realistic effect on the surface buoyancy.
The data used to determine the NCEP heat and
freshwater fluxes, and the relaxation fluxes are zonal
averages of the NCEP reanalysis and Levitus and Boyer
(1994a,b) datasets, respectively, but with the zonal av-
erages applied separately over the Atlantic and Pacific
sectors of the dataset. This results in zonal contrasts
in the temperature and salinity forcings between the
Atlantic and Pacific sectors of the model as in the real
ocean (see Fig. 1d). Thus, the sea ice expands farther
north in the cooler Atlantic sector of the Southern
Ocean than in the Pacific sector (see Fig. 5).
We effect changes in the Southern Ocean buoyancy
flux by changing the sea ice freezing point according as
to whether we seek to simulate present-day conditions, a
glacial state or a future warm state. Specifically, a con-
stant sea ice freezing point is set in each of the eight
experiments, with values ranging from 21.968 to 18C
(with 0.58C increments between experiments above
21.58C) to represent increases in Southern Ocean sea
ice formation and thus changes in the surface buoyancy
flux mediated through the sea ice formation rate. In the
descriptions belowwe refer to experiments with freezing
points of21.968, 08, and 18C as ‘‘warm,’’ ‘‘present day,’’
and ‘‘glacial’’ climates, respectively, noting that the ex-
periments with a high freezing point produce more sea
ice, resembling a glacial climate. The 08C experiment
produces a MOC that is most comparable with the
present-day circulation (Lumpkin and Speer 2007) when
compared with each of the other seven sea ice freezing
point experiments (i.e., each experiment in Fig. 7).
Although this is not the true sea ice freezing point, the
model has an idealized bathymetry and forcings, and
thus some variation from this value to obtain a present-
day like MOC is not unexpected.
The NCEP data inputs and relaxation fields re-
main unchanged in all experiments. Therefore, surface
temperature and heat flux changes are a result only of
changes in ocean circulation and sea ice cover, so en-
abling the effect of changes in sea ice formation on the
MOC to be isolated. Small perturbations to the sea ice
formation rate can bemade by slowly changing the sea ice
freezing point. Thus, the gradual transition of theMOC in
response to sea ice formation can be obtained. If the
surface temperature was perturbed to obtain a similar
transition in theMOC, the effect of sea ice changes on the
circulation would no longer be isolated since there would
also be changes in surface buoyancy due to the surface
temperature perturbations (including nonlinear effects
from the nonlinearity of the equation of state). The
Southern Ocean buoyancy flux perturbation experiments
are performed in section 4.
The model is spun up over several thousand years
before a steady state is reached for the control state.
Perturbation experiments are integrated for a further
10 000 years to ensure a steady state is reached.
3. General methodology and basic simulation
In this section we first describe the overturning cir-
culation obtained from the control experiment. Then, in
section 3b, we describe how a connection between the
upper and lower cells of the MOC is enabled. We do
this first in a somewhat qualitative way and then, in
section 3b(2) describe a method to quantitatively sepa-
rate the direct wind and Pacific pathways of NADWand
the various other components of the MOC.
a. Control experiment and MOC upwelling
The control experiment uses the forcings described in
section 2, with a sea ice freezing point of 08C to represent
the present day (see section 2). The control experiment
net overturning circulation streamfunction calculated in
depth coordinates is shown for each basin and globally
integrated in Fig. 2. The net circulation is herein defined
as the sum of the time-averaged Eulerian-mean and the
‘‘eddy-induced’’ (produced by the GM parameteriza-
tion) circulations, and it is this flow that is responsible for
the net advective transport of tracers.
In theAtlantic basin there is a clockwise upperNADW
cell of about 13 Sverdrups (Sv; 1Sv [ 106m3 s21) with
deep water formation at the northern boundary, and an
anticlockwise lower AABW cell at depth. In the Pacific
basin, theMOC is dominated over the full ocean depth by
the AABW cell, which upwells diffusively to form PDW.
The global-integrated circulation is similar to theAtlantic
basin overturning, but with a stronger and slightly
expanded lower AABW cell. The expansion is due to
the PDW cell in the Pacific basin upwelling to shal-
lower depths than the lower cell in the Atlantic basin.
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This difference in the MOC structure over the whole
domain compared to in the individual basins shows
the importance of analyzing each basin separately to
determine the ocean pathways. The global-integrated
circulation in the channel is primarily controlled by
the Southern Ocean westerly winds. They drive a
clockwise Eulerian-mean Deacon cell and indirectly
an anticlockwise eddy-induced cell.
The AMOC, specifically the circulation associated
with NADW, is associated with convection in the North
Atlantic basin where deep water formation occurs. For a
given North Atlantic surface density distribution, the
two-basin model experiments performed here suggest
the volume ofNADWwhich can be upwelled to near the
surface depends on both the Southern Ocean winds and
the vertical diapycnal diffusion (referred to as ‘‘diffusion’’
herein), as discussed later. Although the NADW cell in
the control experiment is likely weaker than the real
world present-day overturning, this is not surprising
given there is no Indian Ocean diffusive upwelling and
the model circumpolar channel is about half the longi-
tudinal width of the global ocean. The remainder of this
section introduces the method used to determine the
MOC pathway magnitudes for a given circulation.
b. Connections between the upper and lower cells
of the MOC
1) QUALITATIVE CONSIDERATIONS
As in previous studies, we use the idea that the upper
cell in the Atlantic and the lower cell in the Pacific in-
tersect with the lower and upper cells, respectively, in
the channel (i.e., all latitudes south of the South Africa
meridional land strip), under some forcings (as shall be
discussed). However, we use the global-integrated
streamfunction in the channel (described below) to
quantitatively separate the MOC pathways at the
channel–basin boundary which to our knowledge has
not been considered previously. The key transfer be-
tween the upper and lower cells appears to occur just
south of the channel–basin boundary.
We can see this connection between upper and lower
cells from an inspection of Fig. 3, which shows the MOC
in the Atlantic and Pacific basins with the global-
integrated streamfunction plotted in the channel, for
the experiment with a sea ice freezing point of21.968C.
This freezing point is chosen to highlight the intersection
of the overturning cells, since it leads to a deep NADW
cell (with almost no AABW cell in the Atlantic basin),
and thus the overlap between the upper and lower cells
at the channel–basin boundary is particularly clear.
In the channel, the zonal circumpolar current flows
rapidly over the whole depth of the water column, with a
speed that greatly exceeds that of the meridional over-
turning flows, so that the density structure is more-or-
less uniform over all longitudes (except near the surface
where the zonal asymmetry in buoyancy forcings leads
to a zonal asymmetry in surface buoyancy). The time
taken for a water parcel to travel zonally around the
model’s southern channel is on average 14 years, and thus
it would circulate around the channel about 90 times
on average before the southward flowing NADW rea-
ches the south of the domain (based on the models me-
ridional and zonal net velocities in the channel). The
overturning circulation is driven by the wind-induced
Eulerian-mean and eddy-induced circulations in the
channel and these are similar in structure and strength
per unit longitude in each sector. The global-integrated
FIG. 2. Zonal-average net overturning streamfunction (Sv) in the control experiment. A sea ice freezing point of 08C is imposed
generating a MOCwith a structure closest to the present day. Shown are the (left) Atlantic, (center) Pacific, and (right) global-integrated
circulations. The red (positive) and blue (negative) streamfunctions are clockwise and anticlockwise circulations, respectively. The
streamline contour intervals are 1 Sv. The thick solid black contour bordering the blue-shaded, anticlockwise cell is the 0-Sv streamline,
separating the clockwise and anticlockwise cells. Potential density contours are represented by thin dash–dot black lines. The vertical
dashed lines in the south of the domain are from left to right, the southernmost latitudes of the SouthAmerica and SouthAfrica landstrips,
respectively.
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channel net overturning circulation is thus, to a first ap-
proximation, representative of the flow in both the
Atlantic and Pacific sectors (when the continuity flows
described below are neglected).
The barotropic (depth-integrated) streamfunction is
shown in Fig. 5d. The strong zonal transport in the
channel is clear along with a meander in the streamlines,
particularly around the SouthAmerica landstrip, as seen
in the real world. This is caused primarily by the
geometry of themodel with a longer SouthAmerica than
South Africa landstrip combined with the strong zonal
flows, which lead to a net northward and southward flow
in the Atlantic and Pacific sectors, respectively. These
continuity flows cancel out when zonally integrated, and
taking a zonal average is appropriate due to the dominant
zonal flows. We calculate the zonally integrated stream-
function at a given latitude for reasons of computational
convenience. An alternative would be to integrate along
the barotropic streamlines, but we show in section 4d
that the error in the components calculated using the
latitude integrated streamfunction is small and compare
them with the components calculated in density coor-
dinates in which the standing eddies are accounted for.
The global-integrated flow is only truly a good as-
sumption south of 428S where the zonal flow dominates
(i.e., north of the meander in the barotropic streamlines
but south of the channel–basin boundary at 368S where
we calculate the components). The uncertainty in the
components due to this is also shown to be small in
section 4d.
The global-integrated net circulation’s cell interface
(i.e., the interface between the upper and lower cells) at
the channel–basin boundary (labeled as ‘‘z_interface’’
in Fig. 3) may then be used in a calculation of the MOC
components: flows coming from the northern basins
which enter the channel join the upper cell if they enter
above this depth, and the lower cell if they are below it.
2) QUANTITATIVE DETERMINATION OF MOC
PATHWAYS AND OVERTURNING COMPONENTS
The NADW cell in the Atlantic basin and the PDW
cell in the Pacific basin of a multibasin model can
flow into the global-integrated lower and upper cells
of the channel, respectively, at the channel–basin
boundary (i.e., the upper and lower cells intersect).
Thus, NADW in the upper cell, flowing into the
channel from the Atlantic basin (referred to in this
paper as ‘‘NADW_channel’’ and labeled as number 2
in Fig. 3) remains in the upper cell of the channel if it
is above the interface depth, or flows directly into the
lower cell of the channel if it is dense enough to be
below that depth: we refer to these components as
‘‘NADW_wind’’ and ‘‘NADW_pac_lower,’’ respec-
tively, where the suffixes refer to the return pathways
they take (see below). They are labeled as numbers 3
and 4 in Fig. 3.
FIG. 3. Zonal-average net overturning streamfunction in the (left) Atlantic and (right) Pacific sectors when using
the control forcings but with a sea ice freezing point of21.968C. The global-integrated streamfunction is used in the
channel. Colors and contours are as in Fig. 2. The components of the overturning circulation (described in
section 3b(2)) are labeled and represented by a vertical colored line at the channel–basin boundary. Each com-
ponent is equal to the net flow into the channel from the applicable basin to the north over the depth of the vertical
line. The components labeled are 1) NADW cell strength, 2) NADW_channel, 3) NADW_wind, 4) NADW_pac_
lower, 5) PDW_sep, and 6) PDW_at. The depth of the interface between the upper and lower cells (i.e., the depth of
the 0-Sv contour) of the global-integrated circulation at the channel–basin boundary, labeled z_interface is rep-
resented by the horizontal line at middepth. Component 3 is modified slightly when there is a net zonal flow of
NADW into the Pacific basin above z_interface.
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The NADW flowing into the channel must upwell to a
shallower depth before it can flow north in the Atlantic
basin as less dense intermediate waters. The two compo-
nents described above follow different pathways, either
1) the direct wind pathway in the channel’s upper cell
(NADW_wind), or 2) the Pacific pathway with diffusive
upwelling in the Pacific basin (NADW_pac). The latter
pathway of NADW first upwells in the channel before
being converted to AABW, or it flows directly from the
Atlantic to the Pacific basin via zonal flows with no
upwelling.
The NADW_wind component is NADW flowing into
the channel’s upper wind-driven cell above the channel
cell interface at the channel–basin boundary. It is con-
sequently upwelled adiabatically in the SouthernOcean,
where it is lightened at the surface by positive buoyancy
fluxes and flows northward back into the Atlantic basin.
The remaining component, NADW_pac_lower, en-
tering below the channel’s cell interface, also upwells
adiabatically in the Southern Ocean, before downwelling
farther south. The water upwells toward the surface
where it densifies by negative buoyancy fluxes, flows
southward, and sinks to form AABW. This is believed to
occur in the present-day ocean (Cessi 2019). The AABW
formed in the far south of the model domain flows north
into the Pacific basin at depth (in the present-day ocean
some also flows into the Atlantic basin, but in the circu-
lation of Fig. 3 this is negligible). The AABW upwells
diffusively in the Pacific basin to form PDW before re-
turning to the channel at shallower depths.
There is also a direct zonal pathway for NADW to
enter the Pacific basin via the circumpolar channel, as
discussed by Ferrari et al. (2017). Any direct zonal flow of
NADWbelow the z_interface is already accounted for in
theNADW_pac_lower component.However, if there is a
zonal flow of NADW into the Pacific basin above the
z_interface, a proportion of the NADW_wind component
defined above is instead upwelled in the Pacific basin.
Therefore, a slight modification is made to NADW_wind
to account for this zonal flow (if present). The zonal flow is
equal to the northward flow into the Pacific basin above
the z_interface and is referred to as NADW_pac_upper. If
there are two maxima in the south of the Pacific basin, any
NADW which flows north above the lower maximum is
included inNADW_pac_upper. Thus,NADW_pac_upper
and NADW_pac_lower separate the upper and lower
pathways of NADW origin waters flowing into the Pacific
basin. Combining these components gives the total Pacific
pathway, referred to herein as NADW_pac.
The sum of the direct wind and Pacific pathway of
NADW (NADW_wind and NADW_pac, respectively)
is equal to the flow of NADW into the channel
(NADW_channel).
There is a third component to the NADW in our
model, which does not however enter the channel. A
significant volume of NADW formed in the North
Atlantic in Fig. 3 upwells within the Atlantic basin due
to the clockwise eddy-induced circulation in the north
where isopycnals outcrop and also due to diffusive up-
welling in this basin (although as is shown in section 4d,
this component is smaller when calculating the compo-
nents using the more appropriate isopycnal coordinates
as opposed to depth coordinates which are described in
the following sections).
The PDW flowing into the channel from the Pacific
basin can flow along three possible routes with all three
likely to be important in the present-day ocean. PDW
can flow into the channel below the channel–basin cell
interface and thus flow into the channel’s lower cell. This
water is completely isolated from the Atlantic basin’s
NADW cell and thus does not contribute to the NADW
cell strength (theAtlantic basin lowerAABWcell is also
completely isolated in this way). It is herein referred to
as ‘‘PDW_sep’’ (component 5 in Fig. 3). The remainder
of the PDW, entering above the channel cell interface, is
either upwelled further in the channel by the upper
wind-induced circulation before flowing northward into
the Atlantic basin, or it flows directly into the Atlantic
basin without further upwelling via the direct zonal
pathway. These latter pathways of PDW into the
Atlantic basin are referred to here as ‘‘PDW_at’’
(component 6 in Fig. 3). This component is not dis-
played in later figures since by continuity, it should
equal the ‘‘NADW_pac’’ component (see section 4d).
The pathways calculated in this study are only the
zonal-average annual-average advective pathways and
thus water flowing into the lower and upper cells may in
fact flow northward and southward, respectively, at the
surface due to zonal variations in the density and buoy-
ancy fluxes in the channel. These differences are likely
to largely cancel out due to the barotropic streamline
meandering gradually (except around South America),
particularly at the southern latitudes of the channel where
the interface between the channel’s upper and lower cells
outcrops at the surface. While this is a caveat of our
method when using depth coordinates, the isopycnal co-
ordinate net pathways calculated in section 4d are exact.
Using the approach outlined above to separate the
direct wind and Pacific pathways of the AMOC, the
variation in the MOC with varying Southern Ocean
buoyancy forcing will now be described.
4. Analysis of buoyancy flux experiments
In this section we describe various experiments that
transition the circulation from a potential future ‘‘warm’’
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low-ice state, to a ‘‘present-day’’ state, and finally a
‘‘glacial’’ state. In all cases we change the buoyancy fluxes
in the SouthernOcean.Asmentioned earlier, these fluxes
are varied by altering the sea ice freezing point to bring
about changes in sea ice formation and brine rejection.
All other forcings remain unchanged. The expansion of
sea ice with an increased freezing point leads to brine
rejection in regions of sea ice formation, and freshwater
release farther north where the sea ice melts. Thus, the
buoyancy fluxes in the far south become more negative
while just to the north they become more positive. The
experiments performed enable the effects of changes in
sea ice formation to be analyzed with any temperature
changes being only a result of the effect of sea ice on the
circulation. The atmospheric temperature and incoming
radiative fluxes are not changed (although sea ice reduces
the atmosphere–ocean heat transfer).
Figure 4 shows the overturning circulation simulated
in the model with sea ice freezing points of 21.968, 08,
and 18C. The distribution of sea ice in the Southern
Ocean and the zonal-average buoyancy fluxes in these
experiments are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively.
The variation of the MOC components under varying
Southern Ocean sea ice freezing rates (and also varying
Southern Ocean buoyancy fluxes) are shown in Fig. 8,
while Fig. 9 displays the variation of the Atlantic
NADW cell and global-integrated cell interfaces at the
channel–basin boundary. Figure 10 shows schematics of
the major pathways in the three simulations shown
in Fig. 4.
a. Future circulation
Using a sea ice freezing point of 21.968C generates a
circulation which has no AABW cell in the Atlantic
basin in contrast to the present-day control circulation
(see section 3a). This simulation could be indicative of
the circulation in a equilibrated warmer climate in which
there is much reduced sea ice and AABW formation in
the Southern Ocean.
Figure 4a shows the overturning streamfunction in
this 21.968C freezing point experiment (the same as
Fig. 3) and Fig. 10a depicts the primary overturning
circulation pathways.
The annual-average buoyancy flux is slightly positive
in the far south of the domain (Fig. 6a), with only sea-
sonal AABW formation which has a lower density than
in the present-day resulting in a weakly stratified abyssal
ocean. Figure 7a shows the variation of the surface
buoyancy flux at the surface over the whole domain,
while Fig. 7b shows the zonal variation of the buoyancy
flux in the far south of the domain. The buoyancy flux is
positive at all longitudes in the far south, except at
the longitude of South America where it is negative.
However, the large decrease at this longitude is due to
the zonal contrast in surface buoyancy between the
cooler Atlantic and warmer Pacific sectors, coupled with
the strong eastward flow which leads to a negative
buoyancy flux. Thus, we suggest it is due to the large
zonal temperature advection as opposed to being asso-
ciated with AABW formation. The lower anticlockwise
eddy-induced cell in the channel therefore does not
upwell to the surface in the far south of the domain (in
contrast to the control), since a negative buoyancy flux is
required for a poleward surface flow. The water mass
flowing into the Pacific basin therefore has approxi-
mately the same density as the NADW flowing into the
channel’s lower cell (see Fig. 10a) with almost no den-
sification of the upwelled NADW required. There is a
negative buoyancy flux in the south of the domain in the
Southern Hemisphere winter months due to a negative
zonal-average heat flux which likely explains the slight
densification of NADW after it upwells in the channel’s
lower cell. Since the zonal-average freshwater flux re-
mains very small in this region, the densest AABW is
only slightly denser than that of NADW (see Fig. 4a).
The NADW cell strengthens to;19.5 Sv, flowing into
the channel almost all the way to the ocean floor due to
the absence of an AABW cell. Therefore, there is a
significant difference between the depths of the Atlantic
NADW cell (;3650m) and the global-integrated cell
interface, z_interface (;2250m) at the channel–basin
boundary (see Fig. 9), and thus a large;1400-m overlap
between the NADW cell and the channel’s lower cell.
Most of the ;11 Sv of NADW flowing into the
channel (NADW_channel) is below the z_interface
and thus the primary pathway, which accounts for
;7 Sv of NADW_channel, is along the lower route of
the Pacific pathway (NADW_pac_lower, which is equal
to NADW_pac in this case). Only a small volume
(;4.1 Sv) of NADW flows along the direct wind path-
way (NADW_wind; see Fig. 8 and Fig. 10a). The main
cause of the increase in the strength of the AMOC (i.e.,
the NADW cell in the Atlantic basin) relative to the
more present-day like control circulation (described in
section 3a) is the;5-Sv increase in upwelling of NADW
in theAtlantic basin to;8.4 Sv (see Fig. 8). This is due in
an equal part to enhanced diffusive upwelling as the
NADW cell deepens into a region of higher diffusivity,
and an increase in the clockwise eddy-induced cell in the
convective region of the North Atlantic (as obtained
from the Eulerian-mean and eddy-induced components
of the MOC which are not shown).
Despite the lack of AABW formation, the anticlock-
wise PDW cell in the Pacific basin maintains its strength
and expands over the full depth of the Pacific basin
below the wind-driven gyres. Since isopycnals do not
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outcrop in the north of the fresher Pacific basin, in
contrast to the Atlantic basin, there is no upper cell to
contract the anticlockwise lower cell. The connection
between the upper NADW cell in the Atlantic basin and
the lower cell in the Pacific basin provides most of the
source water for the PDW cell and this must return to
the Atlantic basin to conserve volume in each basin. We
therefore suggest the structure of the PDW cell in the
Pacific basin is largely controlled by the NADW path-
ways, specifically the magnitude of NADW_pac. The
upwelled PDW which flows into the channel is almost
entirely connected to the channel’s upper cell (i.e., above
FIG. 4. Zonal-average net overturning streamfunction (1-Sv contour intervals) for varying sea ice freezing points (and MOC states) of
(a)21.968C (future warmer state), (b) 08C (present-day state), and (c) 18C (glacial state) in depth space, and (d) 08C (present-day state) in
isopycnal space with a nonlinear density scale to highlight the deep oceanMOC. Shown are the (left) Atlantic, (center) Pacific, and (right)
global-integrated circulations. The global-integrated streamfunction is plotted in the channel in all plots. Colors and contours are as in
Figs. 2 and 3. Potential density contours are represented by thin dash–dot black lines [note the contour intervals above a potential density
of 28.6 kgm23 are greater in (c) than in (a) and (b)]. The vertical dashed lines are from left to right, the southernmost latitudes of the South
America and South Africa landstrips, respectively.
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the z_interface) at the channel–basin boundary. Thus, it is
connected to the NADWcell in theAtlantic basin, rather
than being an isolated cell (PDW_sep is zero). The PDW
returns to the Atlantic basin either directly via the zonal
flows or after further upwelling by the wind-driven upper
cell in the channel (the latter pathway increases in
this case).
b. Present-day circulation
The sea ice formation rate increases nonlinearly with
an increased sea ice freezing point, reducing the annual-
average buoyancy fluxes in the far south of the domain
to negative values (see Fig. 6b). This increases the
density in the south of the model and increases the
formation of AABW and deep stratification. The lower
AABW cell expands in the Atlantic basin while the
NADW cell shoals. The NADW cell weakens as it is
shoaled, with the greatest sensitivity to the sea ice for-
mation rate (and buoyancy flux) between freezing points
of 218 and 0.58C (Fig. 8).
The MOC in the control experiment (described in
section 3a) with a freezing point of 08C (Fig. 4b) is most
representative of the present-day MOC in this study,
based on the Atlantic MOC structure. The NADW cell
weakens by ;6.6 Sv relative to the future 21.968C
freezing point experiment, to;13Sv, somewhat weaker
than the real ocean, while the Atlantic AABW cell
probably upwells to slightly shallower depths than re-
ality. However, given the similar structure of the control
MOC in the Atlantic to reality, the pathways taken by
the MOC in the present-day ocean are likely to be
similar to this case, with the pathways depicted in
Fig. 10b.
The depths of the NADW cell interface and the
z_interface in this experiment decrease to ;2000m and
;1700m, respectively (see Fig. 9), and thus the;300-m
overlap between the Atlantic NADW cell and the
channel’s lower cell is far smaller than in the ‘‘warm’’
climate MOC. Therefore, the main change in the path-
ways taken in this present-day case relative to the warm
climate MOC is that a greater proportion of the NADW
flows into the upper wind-driven cell rather than the
lower cell at the channel–basin boundary due to the
shoaling of theNADWcell (see Fig. 4b). This leads to an
FIG. 5. Southern Ocean annual-average sea ice concentration for experiments with sea ice freezing points of
(a)21.968C (future warmer state), (b) 08C (present-day state), and (c) 18C (glacial state). The sea ice concentration
northern boundaries displayed are 0.1 (red) and 0.8 (blue) implying an ocean surface coverage by sea ice of 10%
and 80%, respectively. (d) Barotropic streamfunction for the present-day control experiment [with contour in-
tervals of 20 Sv and the 0-Sv streamline colored red (i.e., the most northerly streamline which circumvents the
channel)].
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increase in the volume of NADW flowing into the
channel that is directly wind-driven (NADW_wind),
which partially compensates for the decrease in the
volume of NADW flowing along the Pacific pathway
(NADW_pac) (see Fig. 8). The relative importance of
these pathways in the present-day MOC is particularly
sensitive to changes in Southern Ocean buoyancy forc-
ing. There is now a direct zonal flow of NADW from the
Atlantic to the Pacific basin above the z_interface
(NADW_pac_upper) that also compensates for the
large decrease inNADW_pac_lower. The deep pathway
of NADW into the Pacific, NADW_pac_lower, now
involves NADW upwelling adiabatically to the surface
in the channel’s lower cell before being transformed to
denser AABW. The volume of NADW flowing into the
channel (NADW_channel) only decreases by ;1.7 Sv,
with most of the NADW cell weakening due to reduced
Atlantic upwelling.
The PDW cell responds to these changes in NADW
pathways to conserve volume in each basin. There is an
increase in the PDW flowing into the channel’s lower
cell (PDW_sep), which is therefore isolated from the
Atlantic basin. The volume of PDW which is upwelled
further by the channel’s upper wind-driven cell must
decrease significantly regardless of changes in PDW cell
strength and structure, since theNADW_wind component
FIG. 6. Zonal-average surface buoyancy flux (m2 s23) against latitude over thewholemodel domain; plotted is the
net buoyancy flux (blue) and the heat (red) and freshwater (orange) flux contributions to the net buoyancy flux. The
plots correspond to the experiments with a sea ice freezing point of (a) 21.968C (future warmer state), (b) 08C
(present-day state), and (c) 18C (glacial state). (d) The present-day state control buoyancy flux components, where
‘‘Tflux NCEP’’ and ‘‘Sflux NCEP’’ components are the heat and freshwater flux contributions calculated from
NCEP data, and ‘‘Trelax’’ and ‘‘Srelax’’ components are the temperature and salinity relaxation flux contributions.
These terms do not apply in regions of sea ice where there are no relaxation fluxes, although the net buoyancy flux is
the true value, including sea ice effects.
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increases and there is also a slight decrease in the global-
integrated flow into the channel’s upper cell at the
channel–basin boundary. Thus, a greater proportion of
the PDW returning to the Atlantic must be via the di-
rect zonal pathway. The PDW cell still upwells over the
full depth of the Pacific basin (Fig. 4b).
c. Glacial circulation
As the sea ice freezing rate is increased further, the
NADW cell continues to shoal and the AABW cell in
the Atlantic basin expands. The NADW cell is more or
less completely isolated from the channel’s lower cell
and the Pacific basin (see Fig. 4c). The magnitude of the
negative buoyancy (and freshwater) flux in the south of
the domain has increased significantly, while just to the
north of this sea ice formation region, the positive
buoyancy (and freshwater) flux has also increased due to
the melting of sea ice formed farther south (see Fig. 6c).
The NADW cell weakens by ;4.4 Sv in the 18C
freezing point experiment relative to the control, to
;8.5 Sv (see Fig. 8). The mechanism responsible for the
weakening and the change in pathways may well reflect
the real world glacial circulation changes. The pathways
taken in the glacial state are depicted in Fig. 9c. The
overlap between the Atlantic NADW cell interface and
the channel’s lower cell is now only ;50m (see Fig. 9).
The flow of NADW into the channel (NADW_channel)
decreases by ;3.1 Sv, explaining over two-thirds of the
decrease in NADW cell strength. Of this reduced flow,
the lower Pacific pathway (NADW_pac_lower) de-
creases by ;2.5 Sv to approximately zero due to the
shoaling of the NADW cell. Thus, the AABW and
NADW cells are virtually isolated (see Fig. 10c) with
almost all of the upwelled PDW in the Pacific basin
now flowing into the channel’s lower cell (PDW_sep
increases).
The direct wind pathway (NADW_wind) reduces by
;1.1 Sv in depth coordinates (Fig. 8b), although it is only
reduced by ;0.1 Sv in isopycnal coordinates (Fig. 8c).
The component is reduced as the z_interface is shoaled
(all be it less so than theAtlantic NADWcell shoaling at
the channel–basin boundary), while the reduction in
PDWbeing upwelled further by the channel’s upper cell
opposes this decrease in NADW_wind. The NADW
flowing into the channel is now almost all upwelled
along the direct wind pathway (i.e., NADW_wind
is approximately equal toNADW_channel). There is also a
weak;1.4-Sv direct zonal flow of NADW into an isolated
PDW cell in the upper ocean (NADW_pac_upper), which
maintains a small NADW_pac component (see Fig. 8),
although this component is reduced to ;0.4 Sv in iso-
pycnal coordinates (Fig. 8c). The volume of NADW
upwelling in the Atlantic basin also decreases by
;1.3 Sv. Thus, changes in Atlantic basin upwelling play
only a secondary role in the weakening between the
present-day and glacial states. The shoaling of the
NADW cell by enhanced sea ice formation provides a
mechanism to both isolate the upper and lower cells
and to weaken the NADW cell during glacial times.
d. Uncertainties in MOC component calculations
The meandering of the streamlines (i.e., standing
eddies) in the channel can lead to errors when using
depth-averaged coordinates since it does not account for
zonal density variations. We only fully account for these
effects by replotting in density space as described later
FIG. 7. (a) Surface distribution of surface buoyancy fluxes (m2 s23) (with contour intervals of 13 1028 m2 s23 and
the zero contour highlighted in black) and (b) the surface buoyancy flux against longitude in the southernmost
latitude of the model domain. Both (a) and (b) correspond to the 21.968C sea ice freezing point (future warmer
state) experiment.
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in this section. We also calculate the meridional
overturning streamfunction along the 0-Sv barotropic
streamline (the most northern streamline that circu-
lates around the channel with a latitudinal deviation
of;8.58). The depth of the cell interface is then shoaled
by ;300m in the warm state but only ;40m in the
present-day state, due to variations in the slope of the
cell interface. However, this does not lead to an error in
FIG. 8. Zonal-average net MOC overturning transport components as a function of (a) the total sea ice freezing
rate in the SouthernOcean and (b) the area integrated buoyancy flux in the southernmost latitudeswhere the zonal-
average buoyancy flux becomes negative as the sea ice formation rate increases. (c) Components as in (b), but using
isopycnal coordinates. (d) Difference between isopycnal and depth coordinate components [i.e., (c) 2 (b)].
The dots on each component represent experiments with varying freezing points (see section 2) increasing from
21.968 to 1.58C (corresponding to the lowest and highest freezing rates, respectively) with 0.58C perturbations
above 21.58C. The colors and bracketed numbers next to the components plotted correspond to the components
labeled in Fig. 3. The components plotted are as follows: (i) NADW cell strength (dark blue, 1), (ii) NADW_
channel (red, 2), (iii) NADW_wind (yellow, 3), (iv) NADW_pac (purple, ;6), (v) NADW_pac_lower (light blue,
4), and vi) PDW_sep (green, 5). The NADW_wind, NADW_pac, and NADW_pac_lower components have been
adjusted to account for any zonal flow of NADW into the Pacific basin above z_interface, or via the PDW upper-
ocean streamfunction maxima below z_interface [see section 3b(2)]. The difference between the NADW cell
strength (dark blue) and NADW_channel (red) is the volume of NADW that upwells in the Atlantic basin before
reaching the channel. The difference between NADW_pac (purple) and NADW_pac_lower (light blue) is equal to
NADW_pac_upper.
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the components calculated due to the fact the NADW is
rapidly transported zonally across the channel north of
this latitude (43.38S), at 428S, as can be seen in Fig. 5d,
and is also seen in a tracer release experiment (not
shown). Thus, the global-integrated streamfunction is
appropriate at all latitudes south of about 428S, a lati-
tude with no meandering of the barotropic streamlines.
However, this still leaves an error due to calculating
the components at the channel–basin boundary (368S)
rather than at 428S, where the global-integrated flow is a
good approximation. The error in the cell interface
depth due to using the value at the channel–basin
boundary rather than at 428S (about 5.58 to the south)
in our calculations leads to only a small error in the
present-day and glacial states (only ;10m in the
present-day state) due to the shallow slope of the cell
interface. It only becomes significant in the warm state
where the cell interface has a steeper slope in the north of
the channel, leading to an error of ;240m in the cell in-
terface depth. We use the meridional and vertical net ve-
locities along the cell interface at the longitude of the
Atlantic western boundary flow to calculate the change in
depth of NADWas it flows south. Comparing this with the
global-average change in depth suggests the NADW
flowing south along the western boundary only upwells
;100m less than the global-average flow between 368 and
428S. This equates to an error of ;0.45Sv, or an increase
and decrease in NADW_pac and NADW_wind, respec-
tively, equal to this magnitude, although PDW_sep is zero
in this case and thus NADW_pac is unable to increase.
The streamfunction from which the component cal-
culations described previously are made is in depth
rather than density space. We also calculate the com-
ponents in density space (see Fig. 8c) which provides
confidence in our results since this is more accurate
when considering ocean pathways. We use depth coor-
dinates throughout this study since this is physically
more intuitive and a comparison between these coor-
dinate approaches is also interesting. The difference in
the components calculated between these coordinate
systems is small but significant. The main change when
calculating in isopycnal space is a reduced NADW cell
strength in the warm state due primarily to reduced
Atlantic basin upwelling (see Figs. 8c,d). The other
major difference is the increase in the upper Pacific
pathway of NADW, NADW_pac_upper, between the
warm and glacial states (specifically in the present-day
state) is far smaller in isopycnal space. At freezing points
above 08C, this water instead flows along the direct wind
pathway, NADW_wind, increasing this component and
reducing the Pacific pathway, NADW_pac. The greatest
change in these components occurs at a freezing point of
0.58C in which NADW_pac and NADW_wind increase
and decrease by ;0.9 Sv and ;1.4 Sv, respectively, rel-
ative to the calculations in depth space (see Fig. 8d). The
upper Pacific pathway only increases to ;0.6 Sv rather
than ;2 Sv. The overall change in the components is
similar regardless of the coordinate system between the
warm and glacial states (see Fig. 8d), although the
compensation by an increasing upper Pacific pathway as
the buoyancy forcing is varied from the present-day to a
glacial state is smaller. The sensitivity of the direct wind
and Pacific pathways to buoyancy forcing therefore in-
creases when using isopycnal coordinates and thus while
the quantitative results are affected by our choice to
focus on the depth-averaged overturning, the qualitative
results are shown to be robust.
5. Summary and conclusions
In this paper we have explored the dependence of
the MOC strength and structure on variations in
Southern Ocean buoyancy forcing, which is known
from general theoretical considerations to play a
major role in determining the relative size of the two
main overturning cells in the ocean (Nikurashin and
Vallis 2012). Specifically, we have used a two-basin
ocean model with idealized topography to analyze the
sensitivity of the MOC to varying Southern Ocean sea
ice formation, one of the main mechanisms proposed
to cause the transition of the ocean circulation to a
glacial state (Ferrari et al. 2014; Jansen and Nadeau
2016; Nadeau et al. 2019).
FIG. 9. Interface depth of the global-integrated circulation (blue)
referred to as z_interface in this paper and the NADW cell (red) at
the channel–basin boundary against the area integrated buoyancy
flux in the southernmost latitudes where the zonal-average buoyancy
flux becomes negative as the sea ice formation rate increases. Each
dot corresponds to a varying freezing rate experiment (see Fig. 7).
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We find that enhanced sea ice formation in the
Southern Ocean, and thus more negative Southern
Ocean buoyancy fluxes, can explain the transition of the
MOC from a present-day to a glacial state (in agreement
with the aforementioned studies) with an expanded
AABW cell and weakened, shallow, NADW cell. In this
glacial state the upper and lower cells are effectively
isolated from each other and, in particular, the NADW
is largely driven by the channel’s upper wind-driven cell,
with little influence of diffusive upwelling in the Pacific.
In contrast, in a potential future warm climate, with
more positive Southern Ocean buoyancy fluxes, the
ocean is characterized by a weaker or nonexistent
AABW cell in the Atlantic and a deeper and stronger
NADW cell [in agreement with the Jansen et al. (2018)
warming-induced response of the steady state MOC in a
single-basin model]. The NADW (in the Atlantic) and
the abyssal water mass in the Pacific (analogous to
AABW) then have similar densities, with the deep
ocean being only very weakly stratified.
A shoaling of the depth of the isopycnal defining the
northern boundary of summertime Southern Ocean sea
ice due to the equatorward expansion of sea ice (Ferrari
et al. 2014), and enhanced abyssal stratification as
Southern Ocean sea ice formation increases (Jansen and
Nadeau 2016) are likely to both play an important role in
causing the NADW cell to shoal (Nadeau et al. 2019).
The change in the MOC pathways described here is a
consequence of the sea ice induced shoaling of the
NADW cell (whatever the cause of the shoaling may be).
We have argued that the pathways taken by the MOC
in these aforementioned regimes may be determined
FIG. 10. Schematics of MOC pathways in (a) the future warmer, (b) present-day, and (c) glacial states of the two-
basinmodel. Colors represent increasing density of flows from yellow (least dense) through lightest green to darkest
green (most dense). Diffusive upwelling is indicated by small vertical wavy arrows. In (a) there is almost no
Southern Ocean sea ice formation, which however increases progressively in (b) and then (c). The meridional
pathways represent the zonal-average flow in each basin and over the channel. The figures illustrate the shoaling of
the NADW cell in the Atlantic in response to progressively greater buoyancy forcing in the south. For detailed
explanation, see the text. The dashed line pathway [in (a)] of less dense NADW in the Atlantic basin flowing into
the upper wind-driven cell in the channel represents the fact that the flow along this pathway is weaker than along
the deeper pathway of NADW into the channel’s lower cell.
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from the volume flow rates between the net circulations
in each basin and the global-integrated net circulation in
the channel. The direct wind and Pacific pathways of the
NADW cell can thus be separated. The direct wind
pathway of the NADW cell is equal to the volume of
NADW flowing into the channel above the interface
between the channel’s upper and lower cells at the
channel–basin boundary (i.e., into the channel’s upper
cell). Conversely, the volume of NADW that ultimately
upwells diffusively in the Pacific basin (the Pacific
pathway of NADW), either after upwelling and conse-
quently sinking in the Southern Ocean, or by flowing
directly into the Pacific basin via zonal flows as discussed
by Ferrari et al. (2017), is equal to the volume of NADW
flowing into the channel below the cell interface (i.e.,
into the channel’s lower cell). These components are
modified slightly by accounting for any NADW which
flows zonally into the Pacific basin above the cell
interface.
The role played by both wind and diffusive upwelling
in contributing to the present-day AMOC strength then
becomes apparent and will be further quantified in Part
II. In our present-day climate simulations, the direct
wind pathway via upwelling in the Southern Ocean has
about the same magnitude as the Pacific pathway via
diffusive upwelling in the Pacific, with Atlantic basin
upwelling playing a secondary role, although this re-
sult of course depends on the precise values of the
parameters chosen.
As the Southern Ocean sea ice formation rate is in-
creased (leading to enhanced negative buoyancy fluxes
in regions of sea ice growth because of seasonal brine
rejection), the proportion of NADW flowing along the
direct wind pathway relative to that which flows along
the Pacific pathway increases. For small changes in sea
ice formation the direct wind pathway increase partially
compensates for the decrease in the Pacific pathway. As
the sea ice formation rate continues to increase, the
connection between the upper and lower cells, and thus
between the Atlantic and Pacific basins is reduced fur-
ther. Eventually the cells are completely isolated with
the Pacific pathway associated with diffusive upwelling
by the dominant deep PDW cell in the Pacific no longer
contributing to the NADW cell strength. This is our
glacial state.
The changes in these pathways are caused by the
shoaling of the NADW cell at the channel–basin
boundary as the Southern Ocean sea ice formation
rate is increased causing the NADW flowing into the
channel to be confined to shallower regions. Now,
NADW can in principle either flow directly into the
channel’s wind-driven upper cell, or into the lower cell
which ultimately upwells diffusively in the Pacific
basin. But as the NADW cell is shoaled, the volume of
NADW flowing into the channel’s lower cell decreases
and the cell therefore becomes increasingly directed
along the direct wind pathway as the Southern Ocean
buoyancy flux becomes more negative. The relative
size of the aforementioned pathways under a given
Southern Ocean buoyancy forcing depends on the
strength of the Southern Ocean winds and the vertical
diffusivity profile within the basins, as will be further
explored in Part II of this study.
In the present-day MOC both the direct wind and the
Pacific pathways of NADW are important, and the rel-
ative size of these pathways is very sensitive to pertur-
bations in the Southern Ocean buoyancy forcing. There
is also a weak direct zonal flow of NADW into the upper
Pacific. A proportion of the upwelled PDW flows into
the Atlantic basin via zonal flows and the channel’s
upper wind-driven cell, in order to conserve volume in
each basin. The remainder flows into the channel’s lower
cell which is isolated from the Atlantic basin’s NADW
cell. The upwelling of PDW to shallow depths is possible
despite a far lower diffusivity in the upper ocean.
The potential future warm climate MOC, in which
Southern Ocean sea ice formation almost ceases, leads
to a deepening and slight strengthening of the NADW
cell relative to the present-day, predominately due to
enhanced Atlantic basin upwelling. The NADW cell
primarily flows along the Pacific pathway under these
forcings with most NADW flowing directly into the
channel’s lower cell and thence into the Pacific basin.
The PDW cell responds by returning all of the diffu-
sively upwelled PDW to the Atlantic basin via the same
pathways as in the present-day MOC. This is despite
there being virtually no AABW formation in a largely
unstratified deep ocean.
In the glacial state MOC, the NADW cell weakens
and is shoaled significantly while the AABW cell ex-
pands. Thus, NADW can only flow into the channel’s
upper wind-driven cell (and the upper Pacific). There is
no longer any flow into the channel’s lower cell and
hence the lower Pacific pathway of NADW reduces to
zero with almost all NADW flowing into the channel
flowing along the direct wind pathway. The NADW cell
is therefore primarily weakened by a reduced flow into
the channel. The AABW cell in the Pacific basin re-
sponds by shoaling to the deep ocean rather than up-
welling to the surface, with all of the upwelled PDW in
the deep ocean flowing into the channel’s lower cell.
This again conserves volume in each basin. The NADW
and AABW cells are therefore completely isolated.
This study extends our understanding of the pathways
taken by the MOC under varying buoyancy forcings,
following on from the study of Ferrari et al. (2014) and
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Nadeau et al. (2019). It improves our understanding of
the transition of the MOC between varying buoyancy
states through eight varying Southern Ocean sea ice
formation simulations including a warmer than present-
day state.Most previous studies only show a present-day
and glacial stateMOC. In particular, the pathways taken
by PDW in addition to NADW are made explicit
(Nadeau et al. (2019) focused on the NADWpathways),
including the response of the PDW cell to changes in the
NADW pathways. The variation of the pathways taken
by both NADW and PDW flowing into the channel
through changes in the volumeflow rates into the channel’s
upper and lower cells, and changes in direct zonal ex-
changes helps us to explain the buoyancy-induced changes
in the strength and structure of the MOC. The meridional
overturning streamfunction is shown to be a very useful
tool to quantitatively evaluate the MOC pathways.
The transition to an ocean circulation resembling the
one at the last glacial maximum, with a larger bottom
cell (at least in the Atlantic) and weaker NADW cell, is
undoubtedly influenced by many factors, including ice
sheet formation in theNorthernHemisphere (Eisenman
et al. 2009; Vettoretti and Peltier 2013) and possibly an
overall reduction in temperature changing the relative
importance of temperature and salinity terms in the
equation of state (e.g., De Boer et al. 2008). Here we
show support for the interpretation that changes in
Southern Ocean sea ice almost certainly play a major
role in that transition.
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APPENDIX
Methods: Calculation of the Overturning
Components
The streamfunction components described below are
analyzed at the latitude bounding the north of the
channel (368S). The term cchan is the global-integrated
streamfunction at 368S while cNADW and cPDW are
the absolute values of the NADW and PDW stream-
functions at the south of the Atlantic and Pacific basins,
respectively (i.e., at 368S). The subscript ‘‘max’’ is the
maximum value at 368S. The ocean depth z increases
below the surface (z 5 0). The following formulas are
used to determine theMOC components labeled in Fig. 3
and used throughout this study. It should, however, be
noted that the upper maxima of PDW (present in some
cases) is only accounted for in these equations if the upper
maxima is isolated above z_interface, otherwise a slight





































































in order to satisfy the conservation of volume, since the
flow of PDW which returns to the Atlantic basin to form
NADW,TPDW_at, should be equal to the volumeofNADW
that ultimately flows into the Pacific basin, TNADW_pac.











The sum of TNADW_pac_lower and TPDW_sep is compared
to the magnitude of the PDW cell maxima at the
channel–basin boundary, cPDW_maxjy5368S to test the
method. These should be equal if (A8) is satisfied.
The sum of the components on the rhs of (A10) are
consistently greater than the maxima of the PDW cell,
although only by at most ;0.4 and ;0.1 Sv in the depth
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and isopycnal-averaged coordinate calculations, respec-
tively. This is a small difference when compared to the
magnitude of the transports involved in (A10) and is al-
ways in the same direction despite large changes in the
transports between experiments. This small difference is
due to the streamfunction of the individual basins in fact
only being obtained at 37.48S, half a grid space to the
north of the channel–basin boundary (368S) due to the
channel–basin boundary being located between the me-
ridional velocity grid points and thus requiring interpo-
lation. The streamfunction of the individual basin sectors
cannot be defined south of the channel–basin boundary
and thus only the global-average streamfunction is ob-
tained at the boundary itself. Since the discrepancy is
small and always in the same direction, it does not alter
the conclusions drawn in this paper.
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